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Summary & Future Work� We have improved the RMS of the dispersion relation on the entralplate of the HRC-S by more than a fator of 2, going from 0.012�A to0.005�A (Figure 4).� Wavelength non-linearities seen from ross-orrelation analyses of spetraextrated from adjaent dither pattern regions show improvement of upto �0.04�A (Figure 3).� Line widths of many lines on the entral plate of the HRC-S show drastiimprovement. Measured line widths have improved by up to 25%, insome ases (Figure 5).� Await further observations whose spetra have distint line features outat longer wavelengths, and derive a more omplete orretion for theouter HRC-S plates, as well as the entral plate.� Merge data from ross-orrelation analysis and referene line wavelengthanalysis to extrapolate wavelength orretions for regions of the detetorwhih annot be diretly probed due to the absene of high signal-to-noise emission lines.� Combine our wavelength orretions with new empirial detetor \de-gapping".

Analysis� Examine events in � versus tdety spae (Figure 1), where tdety is thedetetor oordinate along the dispersion axis. Group events into slies oftdety and histogram aross wavelength, then �t a modi�ed Lorentzianfuntion to the histograms to obtain wavelength entroids. Comparemeasured wavelength entroids with referene wavelengths and map outdistortions along tdety .� Combine line entroiding results from all available ObsIDs and �t a splineto the measured wavelength distortions aross tdety. Apply wavelengthorretion to dataset (Figure 2).� The spaeraft is dithered to spread signal over a 40 arseond lissajousdither pattern. Extrat spetra from di�erent regions of the dither pat-tern (whih orrespond to di�erent regions on the detetor), and rossorrelate by shifting one spetrum relative to the other in steps of 0.003�Aand ompute �2 at eah step. Repeat proess for 15 monte arlo real-izations, and �nd the mean of the �2 minima for all realizations. Useross-orrelation analysis as a diagnosti to ompare data before andafter wavelength orretions were applied (Figure 3).

Fig. 2.| The di�erene in measured versus theoretial wavelengths as a fun-tion of the detetor dispersion axis (tdety) for the negative (top) and positive(bottom) orders. We show results from 4 Capella ObsIDs, eah observed withdi�erent o�sets. Overall, the overlap between the data are quite good, indi-ating that the distortions are stable with time.
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Fig. 5.| Line pro�les shown for the original data (blak) and wavelengthorreted data (red). The line pro�les of the wavelength orreted data showmuh narrower line widths with sharper peaks.

Fig. 4.| The LETG+HRC-S dispersion relation for the entral miro-hannelplate (MCP), based on line measurements of Capella ObsID 1248, for lineswhose theoretial wavelengths are aurately known. There are lear non-linearities, partiularly notieable in the negative order. The root-mean-square (RMS) of these data points is 0.012�A. A dashed green line is drawnthrough the error-weighted mean. The lower plot shows the dispersion rela-tion based on line measurements of the same data after our empirial or-retion has been applied. The RMS has dereased to 0.005�A and the non-linearities have attened out signi�antly.

ABSTRACTThe dispersion relation for the Chandra Low Energy TransmissionGrating Spetrometer (LETGS) is urrently known to better than1 part in 1000 over the wavelength range of 5-150 �A. The LETGSis primarily used with the High Resolution Camera spetrosopiarray (HRC-S), whih is omprised of 3 miro-hannel plate (MCP)segments. In-ight alibration data observed with the LETG+HRC-S show that there are non-linear deviations in the positions of somelines by as muh as 0.1 �A. These deviations are thought to be ausedby spatial non-linearities in the imaging harateristis of the HRC-S detetor. Here, we present the methods we used to haraterizethe non-linearities of the dispersion relation aross the entral plateof the HRC-S, and empirial orretions whih drastially improvethe observed non-linearities by a fator of 2 or more on the entralMCP.

Observations� Aur (Capella) is an ative binary with an emission line spetrum om-prised of many bright and narrow lines. This makes it an ideal target for ouralibration analyses, whih involve ross-orrelating spetra and the measure-ment of spetral lines. We also used data from a bright nova, v4743 Sagittae,whose spetrum shows many features in the 20-40�A range, where there arenot as many strong lines from Capella. Using v4743 Sagittae allows us totest whether our wavelength orretions improve the non-linearities in the 20-40�A range, as well as test whether orretions derived mostly from Capellaemission lines an be suessfully applied to soures other than Capella.Table 1: Observations used in our analyses.Target Name ObsID Exposure [ks℄ Start Date o�set [armin℄� Aur 1248 85.23 1999 Nov 9 13:27:21 0� Aur 2582 28.83 2002 Ot 4 23:57:53 -1.5� Aur 3479 30.38 2002 Ot 6 10:01:58 1.5� Aur 5041 28.88 2004 Sep 11 06:52:34 3.0v4743 Sag 3775 25.07 2003 Mar 19 09:29:09 0

Fig. 1.| Data from Capella (ObsID 1248) shown in � versus tdety spae,where tdety is the detetor dispersion axis. The original data are shownin red and the wavelength orreted data are shown in blak. In red, wesee that the Fe XVII emission line wobbles aross the detetor, its photonsbeing mapped to di�erent wavelengths, owing to errors in the position deter-mination of photon events. For the orreted data (blak), the events of theFe XVII line follow a straighter line aross tdety. (The red points have beenarbitrarily o�set for larity.)

Fig. 3.| Relative wavelength shifts obtained by ross-orrelating spetra ex-trated from di�erent regions of the detetor, where events of any given wave-length are separated by �75 pixels. In blak we show the ross-orrelation re-sults from standard proessed data, and in blue we show the ross-orrelationresults of the wavelength orreted data, for both the negative (top) andpositive (bottom) orders. Overall, the orreted data (blue) show that thenon-linearities have been signi�antly attened out. Overplotted in blak onthe bottom of eah panel is the soure spetrum. Note that the orretionswhih were derived mostly from Capella lines also atten out non-linearitiesin the v4743 Sag data.


